back on the bus y'all - lyrics
across
2. i asked for ______________ to smile
upon me with his sweet face
6. and as empty as a ______
7. dancing between the alter and the _____
seat
10. saved by time if you don't ____________
12. the heart and the mind on a ________
course
14. who still see life as some kind of a _____
15. you know there's just too much _________
18. trying to ___ inside your mind
19. i'm talking about that burning wheel of
________
20. we're all born in the devils _______
21. yeah i _______ my love a hunger
23. pain from ______ - hey little girl
24. where is the world that _______ you
27. what's left when the _____ have all been
broken
30. but when it comes to flesh and _____
31. but it has come to mind as you ______ on
32. ah the ______ you know he kindly spoke
34. watch the ________ behind the curtain
37. are you aware of the ____ beneath your
feet
38. the__________ lies within us
41. you will be saved by ______ in the end
43. these little ______ destroy you
45. you gotta learn to touch to ______
46. oh to reach through all your ________
47. i resign myself to ________
48. from the _______ to the brimstone
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and the upper ________ of mediocrity
when it's time for them to ____
what does your ____________ tell you
ah these ______________ they all they
drink our wine
secret __________, running high
and _________ servants too
everybody loves a ____________ and the
scandal of a lie
why does my love _______ you
no one can convince me we aren't
_________ for our doom
what would replace the _____ with the
stars above
how much further, if you are _________
oh said the _____ to the thief
and he almost _______ me under
skipping _______, we know the price now
_____ blood runs thick my friend
don't you _____ that this is real
and the _________ well he dig my earth
my greatest _____ my greatest cause to
grieve
now how long can you be ______
the heart of a ______ and the mind of a
child
tell me where is the _____
now let us all not talk ________ now
did you _______ the soul
look at the ____ you can open the door

